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QUESTION 1

The operations team and the development team want a single place to view both operating system and application
logs. 

How should you implement this using AWS services? Choose two answers 

A. Using AWS CloudFormation, create a CloudWatch Logs LogGroup and send the operating system and application
logs of interest using the CloudWatch Logs Agent 

B. Using AWS CloudFormation and configuration management, set up remote logging to send events via UDP packets
to CloudTrail 

C. Using configuration management, set up remote logging to send events to Amazon Kinesis and insert these into
Amazon CloudSearch or Amazon Redshift, depending on available analytic tools 

D. Using AWS CloudFormation, create a CloudWatch Logs LogGroup. Because the CloudWatch log agent
automatically sends all operating system logs, you only have to configure the application logs for sending off-machine 

E. Using AWS CloudFormation, merge the application logs with the operating system logs, and use IAM Roles to allow
both teams to have access to view console output from Amazon EC2 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

A clinical trial will rely on medical sensors to remotely assess patient health. Each physician who participates in the trial
requires visual reports each morning. The reports are built from aggregations of all the sensor data taken each minute. 

What is the most cost-effective solution for creating this visualization each day? 

A. Use Kinesis Aggregators Library to generate reports for reviewing the patient sensor data and generate a QuickSight
visualization on the new data each morning for the physician to review. 

B. Use a transient EMR cluster that shuts down after use to aggregate the sensor data each night and generate a
QuickSight visualization on the new data each morning for the physician to review. 

C. Use Spark streaming on EMR to aggregate the patient sensor data in every 15 minutes and generate a QuickSight
visualization on the new data each morning for the physician to review. 

D. Use an EMR cluster to aggregate the patient sensor data each night and provide Zeppelin notebooks that look at the
new data residing on the cluster each morning for the physician to review. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A company with a support organization needs support engineers to be able to search historic cases to provide fast
responses on new issues raised. The company has forwarded all support messages into an Amazon Kinesis Stream.
This meets a company objective of using only managed services to reduce operational overhead. 
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The company needs an appropriate architecture that allows support engineers to search on historic cases and find
similar issues and their associated responses. 

Which AWS Lambda action is most appropriate? 

A. Ingest and index the content into an Amazon Elasticsearch domain. 

B. Stem and tokenize the input and store the results into Amazon ElastiCache. 

C. Write data as JSON into Amazon DynamoDB with primary and secondary indexes. 

D. Aggregate feedback in Amazon S3 using a columnar format with partitioning. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You have started a new job and are reviewing your company\\'s infrastructure on AWS You notice one web application
where they have an Elastic Load Balancer (andB) in front of web instances in an Auto Scaling Group When you check
the metrics for the ELB in CloudWatch you see four healthy instances in Availability Zone (AZ) A and zero in AZ B There
are zero unhealthy instances. What do you need to fix to balance the instances across AZs? 

A. Set the ELB to only be attached to another AZ 

B. Make sure Auto Scaling is configured to launch in both AZs 

C. Make sure your AMI is available in both AZs 

D. Make sure the maximum size of the Auto Scaling Group is greater than 4 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

If I want my instance to run on a single-tenant hardware, which value do I have to set the instance\\'s tenancy attribute
to? 

A. dedicated 

B. isolated 

C. one 

D. reserved 

Correct Answer: A 
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